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PLEASE READ AND SHARE YOUR

THOUGHTS... »

India’s rich history and culture are deeply rooted in

religion, resulting in the birth of some of the world’s

major religious traditions of Hinduism, Buddhism,

Jainism and Sikhism. This religious div...
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On Feb 2nd, 1835 Lord Maculay »

On Feb 2nd, 1835 Lord Maculay wrote a letter addressed to British Parliament.

It is a must read to understand what India was and how the plan worked to

break it's backbone! These are the reasons we ne...
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Bhangarh – India’s Haunted City! »

It has lain abandoned for the best part of 400 years

and is said to be the most haunted place in India.

Situated between the cities of Delhi and Jaipur in

the state of Rajasthan the true reason for it...
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A "FEW" acknowledge and accept... »

Dear Hindu Brethren,. Nowadays, Hindus are often

being humiliated by Politicians, Muslims and

Christians. Also, there are many so-called Dalit

(Backward) organizations, which spread hatred

about Hindu...
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Thought of the day: »

Thought of the day: Be ONE with yourself to be "THE MASTER"
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English is a PHUNNY Language ;) »

English is a PHUNNY Language ;)

+1
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Takshashila - The World's First and Oldest

University! »

India has a long and venerable history in the field of

higher education. In ancient times, the country was

known to have been home to the oldest formal

universities in the world. The world's first Uni...
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Namasté............ »

Namasté - It means more than just a "HI"... The gesture Namaste represents

the belief that there is a Divine spark within each of us that is located in the

heart chakra. The gesture is an acknowledgme...
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Koh-i-noor - Mountain of Light! »

Once known as the largest diamond in the world,

the Koh-i-noor is a 106 carats diamond. Previously

it had belonged to various rules in India but today

lies in the hands of the British royal family and...
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Shiva's Cosmic Dance (NATARAJ) at

CERN »

Searching for "THE GOD PARTICLE" AS MUCH

AS WE LIKE YOUR "LIKES", PLEASE READ,

SHARE AND HELP US SPREAD THE

KNOWLEDGE! :) On June 18, 2004, an unusual

new landmark was unveiled at CERN, the European

C...
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GREAT WALL OF INDIA protecting 360

temples from outsiders? »

Did you know there is a GREAT WALL OF INDIA

protecting 360 temples from outsiders? PLEASE

READ, SHARE AND HELP US SPREAD THE

KNOWLEDGE! :) Kumbhalgarh - We have all heard

of the Great Wall of China, b...
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Lotus Temple in Delhi: A Remarkable Landmark »

Lotus Temple is one of the remarkable architectures of Bahai faith. It is located

in New Delhi, India. The temple looks like a lotus flower and is made of marble,

cement, dolomite and sand. The temple...
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India’s Most Famous Stepwells »

Chand Baori: India’s Most Famous Stepwells

PLEASE READ, SHARE AND HELP US SPREAD

THE KNOWLEDGE! :) Located in the village of

Abhaneri near Jaipur, Rajasthan, is a famous

stepwell constructed in the 9t...
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“AUM” »

Our hindu sanskriti............ Most of us have heard

the word “AUM” or more popularly known as “OM”,

but do we know what it really means ? Why it is

considered the most sacred sound in Eastern r...
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What does Seva / Sewa - Selfless Service means! »

our hindu sanskriti........... Please read and share! Seva / Sewa - Selfless

Service! We define the terms "selfless "as that which is not performed primarily

for ones own benefit and "work" anal...
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Vinod Dham, the Father of the Pentium

chip »

Do you know the creator of Pentium chip (needs no

introduction as 90% of the today's computers run

on it)? Vinod Dham , He is popularly known as the

Father of the Pentium chip, for his contribution to...
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"Religion of Peace" ? What do you say ? »

Brutal Muslim attacks are going non-stop , how

Hindus will survive in peace, in the country of

"Religion of Peace" ? What do you say ? By :

Tapan Ghosh
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By : Tapan Ghosh »

Hindus are suppressed and oppressed by Jihadi muslim-attackers in the name

of Islam !
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Great day »

Great day interacting with party colleagues at BJP

National Council Meeting in New Delhi. Sharing

pictures from the dayhttp://nm4.in/15p6oCJ
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Hindus should unite for protection of Nation

and Dharma – appeal by HJS »

BJP celebrates Swami Vivekananda’s Birth

Anniversary at Nizamabad (AP) Bhagyanagar

(Andhra Pradesh) : If Hindus want to live as Hindus,

they will have to devote some time for Nation and

Dharma. Hindu...
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Hindus should unite for protection of Nation

and Dharma – appeal by HJS »

BJP celebrates Swami Vivekananda’s Birth

Anniversary at Nizamabad (AP) Bhagyanagar

(Andhra Pradesh) : If Hindus want to live as Hindus,

they will have to devote some time for Nation and

Dharma. Hindu...
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Hindus should unite for protection of Nation and Dharma – appeal by

HJS »

BJP celebrates Swami Vivekananda’s Birth Anniversary at Nizamabad (AP)

Bhagyanagar (Andhra Pradesh) : If Hindus want to live as Hindus, they will have

to devote some time for Nation and Dharma. Hindu...
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More protests by VHP women wing against

art exhibition of nudes outside Delhi Art

Gallery »

New Delhi : An art exhibition at the prestigious

Delhi Art Gallery has run into trouble with the

Vishwa Hindu Parishad. The VHP's women wing,

Durga Vahini, protested outside the gallery against

the ex...
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HJS is doing good work and I support them

! – Dr. Swamy »

HJS activists meet Dr. Subramanyam Swamy New

Delhi : Mr. Sanjeev kumar, Miss Anandita Kumar,

Mrs. Kshipra activists of Hindu Janajagruti Samiti

(HJS) and Mr. Patanjali Rambrich, a pro-Hindu

activist ...
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Truck transporting beef caught at Jalgaon

! »

Hindus must realize that for protection of cows and

cattle, Hindu Rashtra is a must ! Jalgaon

(Maharashtra) : A truck transporting beef was

caught on Tuesday morning near Government

Industrial T...
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"I want to make India so powerful that, Americans will stand in queue

for VISA to visit India." - Narendra Modi »

"I want to make India so powerful that, Americans will stand in queue for VISA

to visit India." - Narendra Modi on India being superpower Visiting British Prime

Minister David Cameron, it is reliably ...
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VHP members prevent slaughter of calves

and cow »

VHP members prevented workers from killing five

calves meant for slaughter Kochi (Kerala) : VHP

members prevented workers from killing five calves

meant for slaughter on Thursday night at the co...
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Enforce 100% ban on meat and alcohol in

Pandharpur or face agitation : HJS »

From Left : Mr. Pisolkar, HJS; H. B. P. Bapu

Maharaj Raokar; Mr. Ramesh Shinde, HJS; Mr.

Abhay Vartak, Sanatan Sanstha Nagpur

(Maharashtra) : While the case of sale of animals

of cow lineage to ...

+1
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Protest : Depiction of Rahul Gandhi as

Shiva and Sonia Gandhi as Rani

Lakshmibai in Kumbh Mela »

Note : Anyone can send their lawful protest to

concerned authorities directly through Comments

Section on HJS Website. Hindu Mahasabha

protest defamation of Lord Shiva and Rani

Lakshmibai by Con...
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Development alone is the solutions to all

problems : Narendra Modi at SRCC »

On the evening of Wednesday 6th February 2013 Shri

Narendra Modi delivered the Shri Ram Keynote Oration

at Delhi University’s prestigious Shri Ram College of

Commerce (SRCC). In an inspiring speech th...
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Conspiracy to build an advanced slaughterhouse

in Pandharpur, A Holy Pilgrimage city »

Hindus, oppose traitors to Dharma, who are trying to

denigrate your place of pilgrim for the sake of vote-bank,

with legal means ! A question to Hindus Hindus, will you

bathe in the water in holy Ch...
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Tough time ahead for Ministers if Anti Cow-

Slaughter Act not enabled : Warning by

Warkaris »

If the Act to ban the cow-slaughter is not

implemented, the vehicles carrying Ministers will be

obstructed : Warning to government by H. B. P.

Bandatatya Karadkar Massive protest march on

assembly h...
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"I want to make India so powerful that, Americans will stand in queue

for VISA to visit India." - Narendra Modi »

"I want to make India so powerful that, Americans will stand in queue for VISA

to visit India." - Narendra Modi on India being superpower Visiting British Prime

Minister David Cameron, it is reliably ...
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Gujarat to have country’s first offshore wind

energy project »

WOW !! Gujarat to have country’s first offshore

wind energy project The country's first offshore wind

energy project in Gujarat, increasing power

generation capacity by over 3,600 mega watts

(MW) and ...
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shoumik das Yesterday 10:13  -  Extended circles

Veteran journalist M.J. Akbar has

questioned the minority status of Muslims »

Muslims should shed attitude of minorityism.

Veteran journalist M.J. Akbar has questioned the

minority status of Muslims, saying they had ruled

India for decades and Brahmins were a bigger

minority. H...
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shoumik das Yesterday 10:12  -  Extended circles

Congress is using your tax money to

promote beef ! »

The Constitution’s Article 48 explicitly states: “The

state shall endeavour to organise agriculture and

animal husbandry on modern and scientific lines

and shall, in particular, take steps for preserv...

shoumik das Yesterday 10:12  -  Extended circles
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World’s leading economic research institute »

ERIA Founder Mr. Hidetoshi Nishimura holds fruitful discussion with CM

Narendra Modi World’s leading economic research institute Gujarat to tie up

with ERIA for human resource development and skill de...

shoumik das Yesterday 10:11  -  Extended circles

Gujarat – Once Seen, Never Forgotten!

Gujarat Tourism growing... »

Gujarat – Once Seen, Never Forgotten! Gujarat

Tourism growing like never before… Tourism in

Gujarat has grown manifold in past few years.

Earlier, Gujarat was known for producing the best

tourists but...

shoumik das Yesterday 10:07  -  Extended circles

Ladies Study Group invites CM Narendra

Modi »

Kolkata-based Ladies Study Group invites CM

Narendra Modi to recount Gujarat’s ‘development

model’ in Kolkata Impressed by Gujarat’s

‘development model’, Kolkata-based Ladies Study

Group on a four-day...

shoumik das Yesterday 10:05  -  Extended circles

GIFT City INDIA Vision: »

This ain't London or Paris but proposed GIFT city of Gujarat in Gandhinagar.

Project under progress. GIFT ONE completed in record timing. Hit 'Like' &

'SHARE' for this GIFT to ...
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Do you know ? »

Do you know ? Gujarat boasts of one of the best

road networks in India exceeding 74,000 kms. Over

95% of this road length is surfaced. A top Planning

Commission study, supported by World Bank, has

sai...
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Narendra Modi:-"next Prime Minister" »

India's next Prime Minister Narendra Modi today

addressed the third and concluding session of the

Bharatiya Janata Party's National Council meeting

in New Delhi. Read & Share the highlight...

2+2

shoumik das Yesterday 09:55  -  Extended circles

BJP National Council Meet in New Delhi

today »

Addressed BJP National Council Meet in New Delhi

today. Thankful to the party colleagues for the

inspiring response. When we got freedom from the

British we got Swarajya, when we will free

ourselves f...
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Great day »

Great day interacting with party colleagues at BJP National Council Meeting in

New Delhi. Sharing pictures from the dayhttp://nm4.in/15p6oCJ
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BJP National Council Meeting »

Shall address BJP National Council Meeting

shortly. Join LIVEhttp://nm4.in/NLiwai #BJPCouncil
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shoumik das Yesterday 09:53  -  Extended circles

NARENDRA MODI »

Attended BJP National Executive Meet in New

Delhi. Here are some pictures

http://nm4.in/15VY8ez
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shoumik das Yesterday 09:37  -  Extended circles

Bomb blasts rock southern Indian city; at

least 15 dead »

Police examine the site of an explosion at Dilsukh

Nagar in the southern Indian city of Hyderabad

February 21, 2013. Two bombs placed on bicycles

exploded in a crowded market-place in Hyderabad

on Thu...

shoumik das Yesterday 07:13  -  Extended circles

How the Vatican built a secret property

empire using Mussolini's millions »

Few passing London tourists would ever guess that

the premises of Bulgari, the upmarket jewellers in

New Bond Street, had anything to do with the

pope. Nor indeed the nearby headquarters of the

wealth...
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Veer Savarkar »

Oh Motherland, Sacrifice for you is like life! Living

without you is death!! - Veer Savarkar, the ideal form of

Warrior energy 26th February : HJS salutes Veer

Savarkar on his Death Anniversary HJS ...

shoumik das Yesterday 07:13  -  Extended circles

More than 80 lakh devotees took the Holy

bath of Magh Pournima in Kumbh Mela ! »

Special correspondent Prayagaraj (UP) : Kumbh

Mela was under a shadow of terror after the serial

bomb blasts in Bhagyanagar. More than 80 lakh

devotees took the Holy bath in Kumbh Mela under

tigh...
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Do's and Dont's while doing Namaskar »

Table of Contents Why should the eyes be closed

while doing Namaskar? Why should the footwear be

taken off while doing Namaskar? Why is it not

advisable to hold any object while doing Namaskar?

W...
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shoumik das Yesterday 07:12  -  Extended circles

Another outrage in Bengal – Hindu Monk of

Ramakrishna Order stripped and beaten

mercilessly for Ashram land. »

A panic may strike now the common Hindu people

for the ongoing incidents of South Bengal for the

last two months when the CPI(M), the ruling party

of the state tasted a bad defeat by losing the

muslim...
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Another outrage in Bengal – Hindu Monk of

Ramakrishna Order stripped and beaten

mercilessly for Ashram land. »

A panic may strike now the common Hindu people

for the ongoing incidents of South Bengal for the

last two months when the CPI(M), the ruling party

of the state tasted a bad defeat by losing the

muslim...

shoumik das Yesterday 07:12  -  Extended circles

Four IM men targeting India in return for ISI

hospitality »

NEW DELHI : They had fled to Pakistan to escape the

long arm of the law in India. Now, they are plotting terror

strikes on India with unflinching regularity as a trade-off

for their own safety. Four t...
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shoumik das Yesterday 07:10  -  Extended circles

Local residents and HJS foil the plan of Christians to

convert Hindus ! »

Hindus should realize the conspiracy of conversion hatched by

Christians in the name of propagation of religion ! Yelawi (Dist.

Sangli, Maharashtra) : In Yelawi village in Tasgaon Taluka, two

Christi...

shoumik das Yesterday 07:10  -  Extended circles

Pervez Musharraf : we would have

conquered 300 square miles of India »

Lahore (Pakistan) : Former president of Pakistan,

General (retd) Pervez Musharraf has responded to

allegations made recently by Lt. Gen. (retd) Shahid

Aziz that as army chief he was guilty of putt...
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Sanatan’s holy texts in English on the

subject of ‘Guru’ released by Sri Sri Sri

Ravishankar »

Sri Sri Sri Ravishankar released the book published

by Sanatan in English titled ‘Guru, Importance

Ulhasnagar (Thane Dist. Maharashtra) : Sri Sri Sri

Ravi Shankar of ‘Art of Living’ organization ha...

shoumik das Yesterday 07:10  -  Extended circles

Workers carrying sewage to be appointed

as priests of temples in Modi regime ! »

All Hindus should force Modi to take decision in the

interest of Dharma ! Karnavati (Gujrat) : The

Government will make an attempt to appoint

workers, who carry sewage on their head, as

priests of ...
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Maharashtra will be incensed if anti-

superstitions Bill is passed ! : Warakaris’

warning to Govt. »

From Left : H.B.P. Dnyaneshwar Maharaj Patil,

Shri Sunul Ghanwat,H.B.P. Anandrao Maharaj

Patil, H.B.P. Bhanudas Maharaj Dhawalikar,

H.B.P. Bapu Maharaj Raokar, H.B.P. Bhagwan

Maharaj Kokre, H.B.P. Ram...
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'Discussions about establishment of Hindu

Nation to be held with Sanatan Sanstha' »

Shankaracharya Swami Nishchalananda Saraswati

Prayagraj (UP) : We are going to organize a huge

program on matters related to Nation and Dharma

in the month of April and we are specially inviting

San...
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Only way to save Shri Ramsetu is to cancel Setu Samundram Project

: Ashok Singhal »

Press Statement of Shri Ashok Singhal : International Patron of Vishwa Hindu

parishad on Setu Samundram Project New Delhi : Mr. Ashok Singhal,

International Patron of Vishwa Hindu Parishad said that a...
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Chennai : Overwhelming response to the

stall of HJS and Sanatan Sanstha at HSSF

2013 »

Sanatan Sanstha and Hindu Janajagruti Samiti

took part in the fifth Hindu Spiritual and Service Fair

(HSSF), 2013 held at A.M. Jain College,

Meenambakkam, Chennai from Feb 19th to 24th,

2013. Over 200...
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Kumbh Mela : Sanatan’s mission is of high-

level ! – Santashri Balak Yogeshwardasji

Maharaj »

Publication of Sanatan’s Holy text

‘Gangamahatmya’ ! Santashri Balak

Yogeshwardasji Maharaj is seen publishing the

Holy text and accompanying Him is Samiti’s

National Guide Pujya (Dr.) Charudatta...
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1st World Hindu Economic Forum (WHEF)

Held in Hong Kong »

Mauritian Vice-Prime Minister, Hon’ble Anil Kumar

Bachoo inaugurated the First World Hindu

Economic Forum (WHEF), which was held in Hong

Kong on June 30-July 1, 2012. During his inaugural

address, he ...
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Voice will be raised against BJP

Government for beating up Hindus in ‘Bhoj-

shala’ ! »

Acharya Dharmendra Maharaj Dhar (Madhya

Pradesh) : ‘Dharma-sabha’ has been organized at

Rajwada at 11.00 a.m. on 28th February to protest

against incidents like beating up of Hindus in ‘Bhoj-

shala’...
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Secular Mujahideen and their Jihad

against Bhaarat »

By: Abhishek Tondon “RSS is no different from

Taliban”, screams a tweet [1] by Shazia Ilmi, a

prominent member of Arvind Kejriwal’s Aam Aadmi

Party. The statement can be matched in...
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Sanatan’s holy texts in English on the

subject of ‘Guru’ released by Sri Sri Sri

Ravishankar »

Sri Sri Sri Ravishankar released the book published

by Sanatan in English titled ‘Guru, Importance

Ulhasnagar (Thane Dist. Maharashtra) : Sri Sri Sri

Ravi Shankar of ‘Art of Living’ organization ha...
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Bangladesh Riots : Is it a sin for Hindus to

live there ? »

Hindus under attack : 6 temples, houses burnt

outside Dhaka Hindus in Noakhali, Banskhali look

for answer after attack by Jamaat The Hindu

families having survived the onslaught from anti-

liberatio...
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The saint who never sells his smile »

IBTL » Blogs » Authors » Art of Living The saint

who never sells his smile The story of the monk

who sold his Ferrari made it to the list of Best

Sellers! The story ...
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Raj Bhoyedhur Yesterday 07:11

i do not understand these sick people.They forget that their women are

working in other parts of the world.About 200 women  from Bangladesh

are staying in my village and we respect them as our own.Shame for

them to be called as good muslims. They have forgotten their Iman. 
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Secular Mujahideen and their Jihad

against Bhaarat »

By: Abhishek Tondon “RSS is no different from

Taliban”, screams a tweet [1] by Shazia Ilmi, a

prominent member of Arvind Kejriwal’s Aam Aadmi

Party. The statement can be matched in...

shoumik das Yesterday 07:02  -  Extended circles

Bangladesh Riots : Is it a sin for Hindus to

live there ? »

Hindus under attack : 6 temples, houses burnt

outside Dhaka Hindus in Noakhali, Banskhali look

for answer after attack by Jamaat The Hindu

families having survived the onslaught from anti-

liberatio...
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A powerful medium to awaken Hindus :

The Hindu Dharmajagruti Sabha »

Introduction After the founding of the ‘Hindu

Janajagruti Samiti ‘ in 2002 in the next five years,

to make Hindus aware of the attacks on their

Dharma the Samiti launched various campaigns.

Th...
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'Undisputed' temple ! Here are the proofs

! »

Bhojshala is 'undisputed' temple ! Here are the

proofs ! Click on images to enlarge and view in

slideshow. Encrochment by Muslims around

Bhojshala and Namaz in Bh...
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‘Tukaram Gaatha’ burnt by workers of

‘Black Panther’ for supporting ‘Manu-

Smruti’ ! »

‘Saarth Shri Tukaram Gaatha’ was burnt by

activists of Black Panther Those, who work against

Dharma, will be stringently punished by asking

them to undertake rigorous spiritual practice in

Hindu Na...
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Katju's unmitigated hatred towards

Narendra Modi »

IBTL » Blogs » Authors » Abhishek Tondon Katju's

unmitigated hatred towards Narendra Modi Lying

seems to be a morbid obsession with all Narendra

Modi haters. Given...
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Islami Chhatra Shibir activist behind killing

of an Anti-Islamist blogger in Bangladesh »

An Islami Chhatra Shibir activist orchestrated the

killing of blogger Ahmed Rajib Haidar, detectives on

Saturday quoted five students of North South

University (NSU) as saying. The five students

confe...
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Mother Teresa 'saint of the media', controversial

study says ! »

London : A study conducted by Canadian researchers

has called Mother Teresa "anything but a saint", a

creation of an orchestrated and effective media campaign

who was generous with her prayers but mi...
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Funds collected in Hindu temples should be

utilized only for Hindus ! : Manoj Khadye,

HJS »

Kolhapur (Maharashtra) : The funds collected in

Hindu temples should be utilized only for ‘Dharma-

karya’ and not for regions struck with famine.

(Corrupt Congress Government is responsible for

current...
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Kumbh Mela : Affinity is perceived towards

Sanatan, let us act together in the future ! »

Shri. Ramesh Shinde is seen standing on the right

of Swami Nirvikalpanand Saraswati, besides him is

Shri. Nilesh Singbal, Coordinator of Sanatan

Sanstha and Pujya Dr. Charudatta Pingle is

standing on...
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Remission to wanted IM man ! »

Indian Mujahideen member Syed Maqbool, who is

in Tihar Jail, being interrogated about the recent

Hyderabad bombings, has revealed that he had

been granted remission by the Andhra Pradesh

Government in...
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Ram Setu : UPA should listen to experts and scrap Sethusamudram »

Instead of trying to ride roughshod with the disastrous Sethusamudram Ship

Channel Project, and in the process destroy the ancient Ram Setu, the Union

Government will do well to scrap the project once...
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Sri Sri Ravishankar promises to attend 2nd

‘All India Hindu Convention’ »

Invitation extended by HJS Sri Sri Ravishankar

Ulhasnagar (Dist. Thane, Maharashtra) : Shri.

Shivaji Vatkar, the District Coordinator of Hindu

Janajagruti Samiti (HJS) paid a ‘goodwill’ ...
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The confused criticism of Narendra Modi ! »

With Narendra Modi increasingly taking centre

stage as BJPs possible Prime Ministerial

candidate, the voice of Modi baiters is becoming

shriller. Most critics have two sticks to beat him

with – 2002 ...
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HINDU Terminal....! »

Pakistan is being a Hell for Hindus. Pakistan

authorities are trying hectically to destroy all

Hindus and Hindu signs in Pakistan. Posted by

hinduexistence on December 3, 2012 100-year-old

Hindu ...
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HINDU Terminal....! »

RSS Calls for Hindu – Muslim Unity September 15th, 2010, 2:08 pm RSS

former Sarasanghachalak KS Sudarshanji called for Hindu-Muslim Unity in a

program organized by Muslim Rashtriya Manch at Bangalo...
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RSS former Chief Inaugurates 11th National

Training Camp of Muslim Rashtriya Manch June

28th, 2012, 12:58 pm Puskar, Rajasthan June 27:

“Muslims in India have not come from outside but

belong to th...
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Shree Padmanabhaswamy temple treasure

: Documentation panel to follow world

standards »

Paush Shukla Chaturdashi, Kaliyug Varsha 5113

Shri Padmanabhaswamy Temple

Thiruvananthapuram (Kerala) : The committee,

appointed by the Supreme Court on scientific

documentation of treasures lock...
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Why Hindu Rashtra ? By K. S. Sudarshanji,

K.Surya Narayan Rao and HV. Seshadriji. April

21st, 2011, 11:27 pm Why Hindu Rashtra ? By

Shri K. S. Sudarshan, Shri K. Surya Narayan Rao ,

Shri H. V. Se...
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Hindu Samhati Conducts Succesful Blood Donation Camp at Usti, S 24

Parganas »

Posted by HinduSamhati Bengal at 7:42 PM No comments: Email

ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to Facebook Saturday, December 25, 2010

Hindu Samhati Holds Protes...
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Kali Temple Attacked in Rampurhat, Hindu Shops

Vandalized, Hindu Women Molested Rampurhat,

Birbhum, West Bengal, India Bagtui Paschimpara

Muhharram Commitee organized a Muharram Tazia

pa...
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Hanuman Temple Destroyed in Howrah; Hindu

Businesses Attacked Islamists Destroy Hindu

Temple With Bombs During Muharram Procession

in Pachla, Howrah; Multiple Hindu Properties

Attacked. Polic...
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pa...
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Increasing Muslim appeasement in Bengal – Unacceptable »

State within State notion is precarious There is simply no match to this as

Mamata Banerjee, reigning Chief Minister of Bengal, is firm to establish a

minority department in every district along w...
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Hindu temple defiled in Shantipur, Nadia »

Shantipur Topkhana Masjid area remains baneful

for Hindus Desecration of holy temples by Islamists

has become a common phenomenon across

Bengal and with each day its passes, newer places

are yield...
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Hindu Samhati’s Vijaya Sammelan in

Taki »

Hindu Samhati, under the aegis of its president,

Tapan Ghosh, conducted a Vijaya Sammelan at

Taki, Distirct: 24 Paraganas (North), on November

4, 2012. The convention witnessed a joyous

presence of...
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Hindu students robbed to better Muslim students »

A new diktat of Bengal Government is knocking the door – new educational

institutes looking for minority status in Bengal have got to reserve 50 percent

seats for students of the very community from t...
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Islamic cleric warns Trinamool-government

for its alleged failure to pacify Muslims »

Will this embark on a new era of Muslim

appeasement in Bengal? Whatever the efforts of

newly elected Trinamool Congress-led government

to appease Muslims in Bengal are, it is apparent

that they ha...
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All for Muslims in Bengal »

Do Hindus exist in the state at all? District

administration in Murshidabad is gearing up to

supply purified drinking water to 1801 mosques,

remaining in 19 arsenic proneness blocks, and as

per go...
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Tuljapur: Enraged Hindus protest against

Anti-Hindu Nikhil Wagle »

Tuljapur: Enraged Hindus protest against Anti-

Hindu Nikhil Wagle Poush Amawasya, Kaliyug

Varsha 5112 Procession of Nikhil Wagle’s picture

tied around donkey’s neck Procession of Nikhil

Wagle’s p...
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Corruption and Neglect in West Bengal Dooms Bhadrakali Women’s

Camp Refugees »

Corruption and Neglect in West Bengal Dooms Bhadrakali Women’s Camp

Refugees Ashwin Krushna Pratipada, Kaliyug Varsha 5112 Dr. Richard L.

Benkin A sign hanging over the entrance to the Bhadrakali W...
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Hindu strength on the rise in Murshidabad »

Hindu strength on the rise in Murshidabad What is

making news at the moment is not the marginal

victory of Abhijit Mukherjee of Congress over

Muzaffar Hussain of CPIM, a perfect photo finish,...
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Barasat – safest haven for Islamist

criminals »

Brutal death of Hindu doctor reveals it once more

Hindu army in Barasat – best solution? It no longer

seems only but is a reality that no administration

does exist in Barasat, District: 24 Pa...
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Hindu Samhati Plans and Executes

Succesful Mission to Release Hindu Couple

(with Pictures) »

Ankita is Rescued From Islamist Mafia Nexus

Report Below Pictorial It was all set to become

another story of Islamic victory over Hindu moral

until Hindu Samhati, once aga...
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Police hell-bent to stop fireworks in this Kali Puja

and Diwali »

Hindus can’t enjoy however simple it is The more Kalipuja

and Diwali draws near (every year), police and

administration get active to call the saga of fireworks (of

low intensity certainly and use...
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Police hell-bent to stop fireworks in this Kali Puja

and Diwali »

Hindus can’t enjoy however simple it is The more Kalipuja

and Diwali draws near (every year), police and

administration get active to call the saga of fireworks (of

low intensity certainly and use...
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1500 Hindus Converge in Thakurnagar

(West Bengal) - Rural Bengal Energized by

Hindu Samhati »

On 25th November, 2012, more than 1,500 Hindu

activists and supporters converged in Thakurnagar

(near Bongaon) in North 24 Parganas district of

West Bengal to raise issues faced by them in the

local a...
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Mayhem Created by Islamists at CSTC Bus

Stand in Amta »

Hindus Responded Simultaneously On October 3,

2012, Amta CSTC Bus Stand in Howrah remained

witness to a Hindu-Muslim brawl dashing hopes of

Hindus that Howrah would remain out of escalating

Hindu...
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Islamists Display their Confidence To Wrest

Minority Rights in Jamiat Ulama-e-Hind

Meeting, Kolkata »

Islamists Display their Confidence To Wrest

Minority Rights in Jamiat Ulama-e-Hind Meeting,

Kolkata United States, Israel Termed as Prime

Enemies Islamists are gaining a strong foothold ...
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Hindu Man Marries Muslim Woman --- Shot

Dead by Islamic Group Hindu Man Marries

Muslim Woman --- Shot Dead by Islamic

Group »

Hindu Man Marries Muslim Woman --- Shot Dead

by Islamic Group Summary: Dipankar Roy, 22

years old (Hindu) was brutally murdered as he had

married Salima (Muslim). Both of them had been in

love for...
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Hindu Samhati Activists Speak in

Uluberia »

Hindu Samhati Activists Speak in Uluberia Hindu

Samhati Activists Speak in Uluberia More than 150

activists of Hindu Samhati gathered in Uluberia (PS

Uluberia, District: Howrah) to ...
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Muslim Cow Smugglers Bribe Police in

Bangaon Regularly! »

Muslim Cow Smugglers Bribe Police in Bangaon

Regularly! Whatever might be steady defects of

Bengal governance in the past, it was vital at least

– a saga that is becoming rarer now with each day

i...
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Another Conspiracy Against Hindus Being Plotted by the

Administration at Bangaon to Appease Muslims »

Another Conspiracy Against Hindus Being Plotted by the Administration at

Bangaon to Appease Muslims Influence of Muslim Vote Bank and Cow

Smuggling Money Make Hindus Helpless in This Border To...
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Honoring Muslims and Insulting Hindus is

the secularism of Congress Government ! »

Vaishakh Krushna 2, Kaliyug Varsha 5114 By

Advocate Yashawant Phadanis During her regime

as the Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi planted a

sapling of ‘secularism’ and fulfilled the dream of

Jawaha...
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Honoring Muslims and Insulting Hindus is

the secularism of Congress Government ! »

Vaishakh Krushna 2, Kaliyug Varsha 5114 By

Advocate Yashawant Phadanis During her regime

as the Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi planted a

sapling of ‘secularism’ and fulfilled the dream of

Jawaha...
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Varun Gandhi and Hindu Activism »

Varun Gandhi and Hindu Activism Chaitra

Amawasya The whirlpool made by the Saffron

Brigade at Pilbhit Parliament constituency in Utter

Pradesh now a days is renting the air.. “Varun

nahin hai, e anndi...
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Bengal convention for the establishment of the Hindu Rashtra

concluded at Kolkata »

Adhik Bhadrapad Shukla 7/8, Kaliyug Varsha 5114 Updates Bengal convention

for the establishment of the Hindu Rashtra concluded at Kolkata (29 August

2012) State level convention for the establishmen...
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HSBC to pay $1.9 Billion to settle a money-

laundering probe »

HSBC to pay $1.9 Billion to settle a money-

laundering probe argahsirsha Shuklapaksha 4,

Kaliyug Varsha 5114 Washington (USA) : HSBC,

the British banking giant, will pay $1.9 billion to

settle a ...
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Police are behind patriotic and devout

activists of HJS instead of anti-nationals »

Police are behind patriotic and devout activists of

HJS instead of anti-nationals Police conduct inquiry

of HJS activist from one District ! On 11.12.2012,

an activist of Hindu Janajagruiti Samiti ...
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HJS instead of anti-nationals Police conduct inquiry

of HJS activist from one District ! On 11.12.2012, an

activist of Hindu Janajagruiti Samiti ...
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Fanatics try to beat up a Hindu student for condemning Zakir Naik on

‘Facebook’ »

Fanatics try to beat up a Hindu student for condemning Zakir Naik on

‘Facebook’ Look at fanatics who give a violent reply to the criticism made on a

website against the propagators of Islam; whereas t...

shoumik das Yesterday 06:23  -  Extended circles

Undivided Hindu Nation is a right of Hindus ! – Mr.

Dhananjay Desai »

Mumbai : When ‘jihadis’ are gobbling part of this country, is it wrong

to have an armed force ? We should worship God, Nation and

Dharma. Political leaders, who bow before Muslims although they

have s...
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Support death penalty to terrorist Mohd.

Afzal »

Support death penalty to terrorist Mohd. Afzal

Online E-Letter & Signature drive Mohd. Afzal Guru,

the terrorist played a leading role in the joint attack

by the Lashkar-e-Toiba (LET) and th...
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Shiv temple turns into slaughterhouse in

Pakistan »

Shiv temple turns into slaughterhouse in Pakistan A

self-proclaimed Muslim cleric have seized a century

old historic Shiv temple located in Pawaldass

compound of Lyari town, Karachi, Sindh province.

T...
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The Kerala Communists' plan to loot the

Hindus' Temples ! »

The Kerala Communists' plan to loot the Hindus'

Temples ! In Jan 2007 the Communist Government

of Kerala announced an ordinance with 33

suggested amendments to amend the Travancore -

Cochin Hindu Reli...
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Permission granted to conduct Hindu

rituals at the Dattapeetham! »

Click here to Know recent updates By Staff

Reporter Updated Dattapeetha (Karnataka): On 14

October 2008, the Karnataka Government granted

permission for the conduct of Hindu rituals at the

Dattapeeth...
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Siddhivinayak Trust Scam »

Siddhivinayak Trust Scam All Siddhivinayak devotees

should remember that Maharashtra Govt. took over

the Siddhivinayak trust in 1981. Maharashtra Govt.

appoints custodians and trustees for the temple ...
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The Fact Finding Committee Report »

The Fact Finding Committee Report During the month

of April, 2006, it was reported in the press and

electronic media that certain activists of Christian

community have been carrying out undesirable ac...
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The confused criticism of Narendra Modi ! »

With Narendra Modi increasingly taking centre stage as BJPs possible Prime

Ministerial candidate, the voice of Modi baiters is becoming shriller. Most critics

have two sticks to beat him with – 2002 ...
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Sri Sri Ravishankar promises to attend 2nd

‘All India Hindu Convention’ »

Invitation extended by HJS Sri Sri Ravishankar

Ulhasnagar (Dist. Thane, Maharashtra) : Shri.

Shivaji Vatkar, the District Coordinator of Hindu

Janajagruti Samiti (HJS) paid a ‘goodwill’ ...
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Ram Setu : UPA should listen to experts

and scrap Sethusamudram »

Instead of trying to ride roughshod with the

disastrous Sethusamudram Ship Channel Project,

and in the process destroy the ancient Ram Setu,

the Union Government will do well to scrap the

project once...
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Remission to wanted IM man ! »

Indian Mujahideen member Syed Maqbool, who is

in Tihar Jail, being interrogated about the recent

Hyderabad bombings, has revealed that he had

been granted remission by the Andhra Pradesh

Government in...
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Kumbh Mela : Affinity is perceived towards Sanatan, let us act

together in the future ! »

Shri. Ramesh Shinde is seen standing on the right of Swami Nirvikalpanand

Saraswati, besides him is Shri. Nilesh Singbal, Coordinator of Sanatan Sanstha

and Pujya Dr. Charudatta Pingle is standing on...
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Funds collected in Hindu temples should

be utilized only for Hindus ! : Manoj

Khadye, HJS »

Kolhapur (Maharashtra) : The funds collected in

Hindu temples should be utilized only for ‘Dharma-

karya’ and not for regions struck with famine.

(Corrupt Congress Government is responsible for

current...
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Mother Teresa 'saint of the media', controversial

study says ! »

London : A study conducted by Canadian researchers

has called Mother Teresa "anything but a saint", a

creation of an orchestrated and effective media campaign

who was generous with her prayers but mi...
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Islami Chhatra Shibir activist behind killing

of an Anti-Islamist blogger in Bangladesh »

An Islami Chhatra Shibir activist orchestrated the

killing of blogger Ahmed Rajib Haidar, detectives on

Saturday quoted five students of North South

University (NSU) as saying. The five students

confe...
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Bangladesh Riots : Is it a sin for Hindus to

live there ? »

Hindus under attack : 6 temples, houses burnt

outside Dhaka Hindus in Noakhali, Banskhali look

for answer after attack by Jamaat The Hindu

families having survived the onslaught from anti-

liberatio...

shoumik das 2 Mar 2013  -  Extended circles

Why should one always do Namaskar to

elders? »

Why should one always do Namaskar to elders?

Meaning: When an elderly person arrives, the vital

energy of the young person starts rising and when

he gets up and does Namaskar, it returns to

norma...

shoumik das 2 Mar 2013  -  Extended circles

LAXMIKANT JAIN originally shared this post:

LETS HELP US TO FIND MY BROTHER :'(

GUYS ITS REQUEST PL Z DON'T LIKE DIS PIC JUST SHARE IT :(

MO HIT GUPTA

shoumik das 2 Mar 2013  -  Community  -  Human Rights (New s)

Jamaat-Shibir fanatics yesterday wrecked

havoc on the Hindu community across the

country. »

Hindus under attack in Bangladesh after death

sentence to Islamic leader Sayedee; 44 dead

Lashing a deja vu of 1971, Jamaat-Shibir fanatics

yesterday wrecked havoc on the Hindu community
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Jamaat-Shibir fanatics yesterday wrecked

havoc on the Hindu community across the

country. »

Hindus under attack in Bangladesh after death

sentence to Islamic leader Sayedee; 44 dead

Lashing a deja vu of 1971, Jamaat-Shibir fanatics

yesterday wrecked havoc on the Hindu community

across t...
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Jamaat-Shibir fanatics yesterday wrecked

havoc on the Hindu community across the

country. »

Hindus under attack in Bangladesh after death

sentence to Islamic leader Sayedee; 44 dead

Lashing a deja vu of 1971, Jamaat-Shibir fanatics

yesterday wrecked havoc on the Hindu community

across t...
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Bangladeshi immigrants attacked cops »

Mumbai : 2 cops attacked during action against

Bangladeshi immigrants February 26, 2013

Mumbai : A sub-inspector and a constable

attached to the Mumbai Police were allegedly

attacked by a mob o...
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Bangladeshi immigrants attacked cops »

Mumbai : 2 cops attacked during action against

Bangladeshi immigrants February 26, 2013

Mumbai : A sub-inspector and a constable

attached to the Mumbai Police were allegedly

attacked by a mob of ...
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Anusheela Vadivelu 1 Mar 2013

+Bhagat singh EXACTLY...........
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Bhagat singh 28 Feb 2013

great, now we will see subash chandra bose and other true heroes in our

text books

shoumik das 1 Mar 2013  -  Community  -  India (Discussion)

The Ram Setu Sutra : Congress again want

to trample sentiments of Hindus »

By Kanchan Gupta The Congress-led UPA

Government has once again revived the

controversial Sethusamudram Ship Channel Project

which, if implemented, will cause the destruction of

Ram Setu. In 2007 ...

shoumik das 28 Feb 2013  -  Community  -  Sanatan Hindu Dharma (Discussion)

A powerful medium to awaken Hindus :

The Hindu Dharmajagruti Sabha »

Introduction After the founding of the ‘Hindu

Janajagruti Samiti ‘ in 2002 in the next five years,

to make Hindus aware of the attacks on their

Dharma the Samiti launched various campaigns.

Th...

shoumik das 28 Feb 2013  -  Public

Temple takeover by the Government :

Narrating experiences »

Index Shri Siddhivinayak Temple Vitthal-Rakhumai

Temple at Pandharpur Shirdi Sansthan Success of

Hindu organisations in temple related campaigns

Active fight against temple takeover in other St...
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HJS : An organisation that is leading in

preventing distortion of history »

Index Fight against the distortion of history in

school textbooks and the success attained

Distortion of history through plays and films, fight

against this distortion and the success attained

A...
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Hindu Bodhcong Pala 28 Feb 2013 (edited)

Puwitr~kullu~roop {Hindi Skt. "virtue-hereditary-form/family form"} bus.

Yeh Dharma sangit ma chahiyeh. This Dharma music is what mother

needs. The dairy cow makes the knowledge of the constant, being true

dharma sangit . Bearing the constant, true knowledge, you are the

breathing space.Silence looks, being the breathing space. That tree

there. The earth life air space around the tree. The breathing space. The

Hindu life . The Hindu music . The breathing space.
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A powerful medium to awaken Hindus :

The Hindu Dharmajagruti Sabha »

Introduction After the founding of the ‘Hindu

Janajagruti Samiti ‘ in 2002 in the next five years,

to make Hindus aware of the attacks on their

Dharma the Samiti launched various campaigns.

Th...
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